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Celebrated Speaker
Michelle is most frequently described as an energetic, 
interactive, and engaging speaker. Approachable and 
easy to understand, she takes complex concepts and 
makes them simple and accessible to all audiences. 
Her breakout sessions are highly interactive and leave 
audiences empowered to implement new skills back 
on the job.

Named one of Forbes Top 25 Networking Experts, 
Michelle is an expert on relationship driven leadership 
and workplace communications. Her mission is to 
help people communicate and lead with confidence, 
clarity and connection. 

Whether a keynote or breakout, Michelle can customize 
sessions to fit your audience.  Any keynote topic can be 
converted into an experiential breakout session. 

 

Michelle’s message and interactive delivery has 
been sought after by all levels of an organization, 

from administrative to CEO. The media agrees that 
Michelle is an expert in leadership, networking 
and workplace effectiveness, and she has been 
featured extensively on television, on the radio,  

in print, and online.

Michelle spent the first decade of her career in 
finance with roles at Arthur Anderson, Primedia, 
Deloitte Consulting, and Hypo Vereins Bank. Her 
academic career includes a BS from Lehigh 
University, an MBA from Columbia Business School, 
and her PCC coaching certification from the 
International Coaching Federation.

She has served on the faculty at NYU’s Stern School 
of Business, the American Management Association 
and for both Lehigh and Rutgers Executive Education.

Helping People Work Better Together

Michelle is a powerhouse ... 
I appreciated her wit and 

humor; it was like listening 
to a friend.  
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To discuss how Michelle can infuse energy into your next event 
call (973) 531-7663 email info@MichelleTillisLederman.com or visit www.MichelleTillisLederman.com

Acclaimed Author
Michelle has written several books that truly help people work better together, her first, 
 The 11 Laws of Likability, was described by the president of the White House Project as, 

From getting the job you want in Nail the Interview, Land the Job and Heroes Get Hired to continuing 
to build your network in The 11 Laws of Likability and The Connector’s Advantage. Michelle provides the 
resources to further your success. 

Featuring real-life anecdotes, activities and self-assessments, her books are easily actionable and perfect for 
anyone at any level of an organization.

A must-read for anyone interested in how to effectively  
leverage your network... by just being yourself.

Corporate Savvy Trainer and Coach
As you climb the ladder and get more responsibility, there are areas that 
hold you back. To break through to the top levels of leadership you need to 
shift the perceptions of those around you, build champions in and outside 
the organization, develop your executive presence, and learn how to build a 
productive, loyal and engaged team of followers. Training and coaching can  
help with all of that through customized, individualized group programs.

Michelle brings a blend of education and real world experience to her clients. 
She teaches from experience and shares what she learned during her  
extensive career. Her clients hand pick her for her insightful,  
practical, and hands-on approach. 



Communicate to Connect

Michelle’s Most Requested Programs
The Relationship Driven Leader

Connect with your team and develop 
engaged, loyal and productive 
employees.

Boost Your Likability Boost Your Business

People do business with people they like. 
Build connections and increase  
your impact

You The Brand

Connect with yourself and determine 
and drive how others see you.

Get Known, Get Connected, Get Ahead

Know the types of relationships you 
need and how to find and create those 
connections

How to Get What You Want

Adopt the mindset of a Connector and 
get results faster, easier and better.

The Lost Art of Conversation in the 
Digital Age

Leverage the power of personal 
connections and the efficiency of 
virtual communications.

Customize Your Presentation 
Michelle’s topics can be delivered as Keynotes, full-day trainings or breakout sessions to fit your needs.
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In the Media



Real Relationships, Real Results

The Relationship Driven Leader
Because People Do Business with People They Like
Your ability to create meaningful and lasting relationships directly impacts your success from hiring, to 
referrals, to closing the deal. Growing a larger network with stronger relationships increases your value, 
influence and impact.

Discover how you can become a leader who attracts and engages an eager, committed team. Expand your 
role, build loyalty, and close deals on relationships not price.  And when opportunities arise, be first in mind 
and someone they want to say ‘yes’ to!

Perfect For
Leadership, Team Building, Improving Performance, and Strengthening Relationships

What You Will Learn
• Discover the correlation between a relationship driven leader and the bottom line
• Increase your authenticity and productive energy in interactions
• Build and retain trust to improve productivity, morale, loyalty and retention
• Nurture your network and increase your influence
• Connect in conversation and deal with difficult coworkers
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Boost Your Business
Studies consistently reveal that people prefer to do business with, hire, buy from and work with people they 
like. Yet the desire to be liked is often minimized and even mocked in its importance in business. Discover how 
authenticity in our interactions, adopting a giving approach and finding common ground are the foundation 
for boosting your likability. The highest levels of achievement come to those who mix expertise with likability.

In this talk Michelle explains how to leverage the Laws of Likability resulting in more business, more career 
opportunities, and a more engaged team.

Perfect For
Business Development, Entrepreneurs, and Relationship Building

What You Will Learn
• Understand why likability matters in business
• Increase your authenticity and productive energy in interactions
• Discover how to find common ground with almost anyone
• Learn multiple ways to add value to your network
• Connect in conversation and deal with difficult personalities

How To Get What You Want

Boost Your Likability

Influencing Others into Action
What do you want? How likely are you to make it happen in the time frame you want? The truth is we often 
need the actions of others to accomplish our goals. The best way to get what you want is to figure out why 
someone else wants you to have it.

In this interactive talk Michelle will reveal the three reasons people take action and how to increase your 
aptitude of each technique.

Perfect For
Leadership, Team Building, Improving Performance, or Sales

What You Will Learn
• Recognize the three reasons people take action
• Incorporate the Inquiry vs Advocacy model to reveal motivations
• Discover how to position requests using What’s In It For Them (WIIFT)
• Adopt a Connector mindset to leverage relationships
• Ask for what you want with ease and increase the odds of getting a ‘yes’



The Lost Art of Conversation in the Digital Age

You The Brand

Personal Connections  for Professional Results
In the fast moving world where everyone is communicating through email, text and instant messaging we 
have forgotten the power of face-to-face conversation. Communication and connection is the foundation 
for building a thriving network and business.

During this talk, Michelle will inspire you to leverage the power of personal connection in the digital age 
while still incorporating the efficiency of virtual communication.

Perfect For
Effective Communications, Individual Impact, and Relationship Building

What You Will Learn
• Move from first conversation to lasting connection
• Learn what to do before the first conversation ends
• Leverage technology and social media in simple ways to increase familiarity
• Discover specific ways to increase your value to your network

Determine and Drive How Others See You
What do people say about you when you leave the room?  Is it what you want them to say? How you show 
up in the room, get listened to and are known amongst your colleagues are all critical components of your 
future success.

In this workshop Michelle will discuss how to determine you brand attributes, demonstrate the nuances of 
body language on your professional presence, and discuss how to strengthen the lasting impressions you 
make on your network, expanding upon lessons from her book The 11 Laws of Likability.

Perfect For
Individual Impact, Executive Presence, and Relationship Building

What You Will Learn
• Recognize the attributes that impact first and lasting perceptions
• Tweak your body language to enhance your professional presence
• Discover the verbal tools and distractors the impeded your image
• Learn how word choice impacts responses
• Determine how to select your brand personality

Results From Authentic Connections
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Get Known, Get Connected, Get Ahead
Relationship Networking
What do you need to get ahead? In this day and age, we live in a network economy — it’s all about who you 
know, who knows you, and what they know about you.

In this talk Michelle explains the types of relationships you want and need, how to create positive mood 
memory, and how to ask for what you want. At the end of the day it is the strength of your relationships 
that leads to your success.

Perfect For
Individual Impact, Networking and Career Advancement

What You Will Learn
• The correlation between relationships and promotion, hiring, and business results
• The key relationship types that impact success
• How to create positive mood memory and extend relationships
• How to make and ask and ask for what you want



Top Organizations Trust Michelle

Solving Your People Problems
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What People Are Saying...
From the moment she stepped on stage Michelle was engaging and charming. She used humor 
and everyday situations to demonstrate her points - it was like having your best friend help you 
learn more about yourself. 

Risa Fogel, Global IT Leader, Cushman and Wakefield

Michelle immediately lit up the room with her energy and ability to connect and relate with the 
audience. She’s an outstanding balance of motivation, empathy and professionalism.

Michael Malone, Director, Career Education and Advising, Kellogg School of Management

Michelle handled a demanding audience of CEO’s, CIO’s, and Fund Managers with energy, humor, 
professionalism, and spontaneity... The talk was absolutely great. 

Frank Fanzilli, Global Chief Information Officer at Credit Suisse

Michelle is amazing! Her talk was insightful, funny and thought provoking.
Ticora V. Jones, Senior Advisor, Office of Science & Technology at USAID

Michelle stands out as a leader in every room she enters. She is highly engaging and can very 
quickly relate to a variety of situations and audiences. She is undoubtedly a subject matter expert 
in her field of communication. Her value is best experienced through her ability to use her instincts, 
life experience, and deep understanding of the corporate environment to create very “real” and 
relevant outcomes.

Farhad Motiwalla, Principal, Strategic Communications Lab

Saying Michelle was phenomenal is an understatement. Her talk was packed with both great 
insights and practical, meaningful tips. She’s the kind of speaker I couldn’t take my eyes off... she had 
an energy that not only inspired the audience during the talk, but continues to inspire us long after.

Stefanie Wichansky, CEO, Professional Resource Partners LLC

WOW… is how I would describe Michelle and her speeches. Engagement with the audience is so 
important, and Michelle hits that right on the head each time she speaks. She takes great pride in 
her content and making sure each audience receives what it is looking for.

Stephen Bienko, Owner, College Hunks Hauling Junk and Moving

Michelle was outstanding! The concepts from The 11 Laws of Likability were fresh, practical,  
and compelling.

Tom Dowd, Associate Director, Alumni Career Solutions at Lehigh University



For Meeting Planners...
Having worked with organizations large and small, I have heard 
consistently about their people challenges. If you are like most companies 
today, you are striving to grow your leaders, retain your top talent, and 
engage your employees. That is what I do! I help organizations leverage 
their greatest assets – their people.

I am an interactive, highly energetic and engaging speaker. I get the 
audience involved and often bribe them with prizes to participate. I tell 
stories and take a conversational tone. I am not scripted and never have 
the exact same presentation twice. My talks are prescriptive, meaning 
people walk out with ideas they can immediately implement to make a 
difference tomorrow. I strive to make things effortless for my clients. I am 
easy to work with and very client service oriented. If a client wants me to 
go to a reception, do a book signing, speak with a VIP, sit at a certain table, 
etc… the answer is always “yes!”

I am a connection creator and my programs tackle the concept of 
connection in different ways. I make it easy for my clients by providing 
them what they need often before they ask. I will partner with you and any 
of your sponsors to enable you to maximize my inclusion in your event.

I look forward to working with you,

—Michelle Tillis Lederman
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